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Abstract: Enterprises face increasing challenge in the designing stage which needs to turn the customer’s needs into
technical characteristics. In order to enhance the competitiveness of products, a demand-oriented innovative design model
was proposed. This model integrates user demand accessing, technology feature mapping, quality function deployment
and innovative solutions generation. During the design stage, designers need to match the acquired customer requirements
to corresponding technical features, then apply House of Quality (HOQ) for building the mapping of user requirements to
the technical features, analyzing the correlation and weights, and then with the aid of the theory of inventive problem
solving (TRIZ) to resolve corresponding technical contradictions. Finally, an innovative solution of car steering
demonstrated the feasibility of the demand-oriented innovative design model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to adapt to the rapidly changing market
environment, responding to market demand quickly and
developing innovative products have significance for
enterprises [1].
In order to improve competitiveness of product,
enterprises pay more and more attention to the requirements
analysis tools and innovative design theory [2]. However,
analyzing requirements and applying innovative design
method in isolation cannot meet the demand of complex
product design, there is an urgent need to establish a
systematic strategy of product innovative design. A series of
product innovation design process model based on the FBS
and conceptual level are proposed by American professor
Nigel Cross, professor Jorma and Australia Gero et al. [3].
Product conceptual design process model based on
TRIZ/QFD/FA is proposed by Ma Huaiyu, Ming-chen meng
of Tsinghua University [4]. A design method combining the
product conflict resolution process based on TRIZ and TOC
are proposed by Yuan Cai Yun of Hebei University of
technology, Run-hua Tan [5]. These innovation design
model, however, focuses on building design process and
solving technical problems, pays less attention to the user’s
needs. For this reason, researching on the demand oriented
product innovation design has important implications for
improving the competitiveness product.
2. DEMAND ORIENTED PRODUCT INNOVATIVE
DESIGN
The demand oriented product innovative design strategy
involves decision-making method and the acquisition
method of technical characteristics, and the theory of TRIZ.

2.1. The Acquisition of User Requirements and Technical
Characteristics
Firstly, it is needed to acquire the customer demand with
the help of 5W2H method, and apply Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) to classify the expression of the user demand.
To establish a relationship between user requirements and
the technical features, it is needed to get the technical
features. There are several common methods of obtaining
technical features, such as: brainstorming, the library of
engineering characteristics, practical experience and
technical documentation, etc.
2.2. The Mapping of User Requirements to the Technical
Characteristics
Designers need to understand the user requirements
comprehensively, then acquire the technical features
accordingly [6]. Once the requirements and technical
features are accessed, engineers need to figure out the
corresponding relation. The basic idea of mapping is that
user requirements translate into technical characteristics
which can be used in the design process by engineers.
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), mapping relation
matrix of requirements and technical characteristics by
building house of quality (HOQ) [7]. Applying the Delphi
method to quantify the relationship between technology
characteristics and user requirement, which involves
organizing a number of experts to score evaluation index
independently and using statistical methods to obtain the
judgment [8].
2.3. Problem Solving Strategy
HOQ tools can reflect the problems in the design process,
but can’t deal with it. Therefore, there is need to introduce
innovative ways to solve these problems.
The matrix of HOQ determine the negative correlation
between the technical characteristics, which is the
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There are three primary findings of this research. The
first is that problems and solutions are repeated across
industries and sciences, the second that patterns of technical
evolution are also repeated across industries and sciences,
and the third and final primary finding is that the innovations
used scientific effects outside the field in which they were
developed. In the application of TRIZ all these findings are
applied to create and to improve products, services, and
systems [10]. There are lots of conflicts in the process
system, so it is appropriate to apply TRIZ into process
innovation design.
For the correlation information of technical features, the
roof of HOQ can be divided into two parts [11]: region A
and region B, according to the difference of negative
correlation technical characteristics. Area A represents the
conflict between the two technical characteristics, and the
area B represents the conflict of technique characteristics
itself, these two types of conflict correspond to the physical
conflicts and technical conflicts of TRIZ. The process of
problem solving based on HOQ is shown in Fig. (1).
3.
CUSTOMER
REQUIREMENTS
ORIENTED
PRODUCT
INNOVATION
DESIGN
PROCESS
MODEL
Based on the study of customer requirements, technical
characteristics and TRIZ innovation theory, the customerrequirements-oriented product innovation design process
model is built. The design process model includes four sub
models [12]: the customer requirements analysis model,
technology characteristic analysis model, the model of
quality function deployment (QFD) and design problem
analysis and solving model, as shown in Fig. (2).
3.1. Customer Requirements Analysis Model
Customer requirements analysis model includes the
acquisition of customer requirements, the organization of
customer requirements, the sorting of the customer
requirements importance and competitive analysis of market.
First, the enterprises can obtain customer requirements by
questionnaire, 5H2W and some other methods. Second, the
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The theory includes a practical methodology, tool sets, a
knowledge base, and model-based technology for generating
new ideas and solutions for problem solving. It is intended
for application in problem formulation, system analysis,
failure analysis, and patterns of system evolution.

information of customer requirements should be organized,
which includes removing redundant requirements, formal
expressions, classification. Finally, according to the
operation procedure of KJ method, the customer
requirements are categorized in layers and the weight
indexes can be obtained by AHP.

+

contradiction encountered in product design process. Design
process also means solving these contradictions creatively
[10]. This process is in line with the core idea of Theory of
Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ), TRIZ is a theory which
can effectively solve technological conflicts with creative
ideas. TRIZ is “a problem-solving, analysis and forecasting
tool derived from the study of patterns of invention in the
global patent literature” [9]. The theory developed on a
foundation of extensive research covering hundreds of
thousands of inventions across many different fields to
produce a theory which defines generalizable patterns in the
nature of inventive solutions and the distinguishing
characteristics of the problems that these inventions have
overcome.
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Fig. (1). The process of problem solving based on HOQ. 3.

3.2. Technical Characteristic Analysis Model
Technical characteristics analysis model established on
the basis of the information obtained in the first model,
which contains the acquisition of the technical characteristic,
the organization of the technical characteristic and
competitive analysis of technical characteristic [13]. First,
according to the information of customer requirements,
engineers collect technical characteristic which can satisfy
the customer requirements by brainstorming method,
technical characteristic database and quality factor table.
Then, technical characteristics are organized in terms of the
company’s own scale and situation. Finally, the
competitiveness of each technical characteristic in the market
is determined.
3.3. Model of Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
Model of quality function deployment (QFD) establishes
the connections between customer requirements and
technical characteristic, which accelerates the speed of new
product development [14]. The model contains the mapping
from customer requirements to technical characteristic, the
relationship matrix of customer requirements and technical
characteristic, the sorting of the technical characteristics
importance and the self-correlation of technical
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characteristics. First, according to the information obtained
in the first and the second model, the customer requirements
are mapped to technical characteristics, in which technical
characteristics should be refined. Then, the correlation
degrees are obtained by Delphi method. The final importance
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of technical characteristics is determined by taking into
consideration the importance of customer requirements.
Finally, the self-correlation between customer requirements
and technical characteristic is analyzed [15].
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Fig. (2). Product innovation design model for customer requirements.

3.4. Design Problem Analysis and Solving Model
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Design problem analysis and solving model contains the
extraction of technical characteristics, correlation analysis,
problem analysis and solution [16]. First, the technical
characteristics which are negatively related to others or have
high importance are extracted. Then, the technical
characteristics which are negatively related to others the
technical characteristics are analyzed whether they belongs
to the technical and physical contradictions. The technical
characteristics which have high importance are analyzed by
substance-field analysis model or technology evolution
theory. Finally, on the basis of the analysis, the innovative
solutions can be obtained and applied to the product
development process, so that the innovative product can
satisfy the customer requirements.
4. AUTOMOBILE REDIRECTOR DEMAND ANALYSIS

Fig. (3). The quality houses of automobile steering gear design.
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AND INNOVATIVE DESIGN
4.1. Automobile Redirector Design Task
Automobile redirector requires good maneuverability and
stability, and at the same time enable the transmission of
road real-time situation to drivers to make correct decision
[17]. In the example of the research and development of
automobile redirector, using customer requirements as the
guidance, QFD and TRIZ theory as the tools to make the
innovative study on the steering gear for verifying the
feasibility of the proposed method 4.2 redirector user
demand requirements acquisition and processing
After classification of the customers’ requirements for
steering gear, utilize the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to
analyze the demand of information processing, single sorting
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Fig. (4). Road sense to strengthen the TRIZ - field model.

result of the automobile redirector customer requirements
levels can be obtained, and inspect the consistency of
judgment matrix afterwards

4.3. Steering Problem Solving
Automobile steering system problem belongs to the
technical conflict, so it’s especially suitable for using TRIZ
theory creatively to solve the problem [18]. Use TRIZ
evolution theory to analyze the technical characteristics of
steering structure layout Analysis the structural layout
according to “transmission route to the fluid or field” in the
law of improving the ideal level and therefore find wire
control steering layout is the ideal state of steering evolution
technique. Wire control steering cancelled the mechanical
connections between steering wheel and steering actuator,
bring to electrical signals instead of mechanical transmission
process, making the steering get greater freedom in structure
design. Establishing its content - field model and using the
new medium - hydraulic to make connection, which
implement mechanical connections between actuator and
steering wheel, and at the same time meet the requirement of
structure layout [19]. Its improved model of physical-field is
as shown in Fig. (4).
Combining with the technical feature on the basis of
solving the problems encountered in the process of steering
gear design to complete the overall design scheme of
automobile redirector, its innovative solutions as shown in
Fig. (5).
In this innovative solution, the movement of the tie rod
will break the balance of the oil in the perception oil
cylinder, produce a certain resistance for perception oil
cylinder and then result in a way. When determining the
design scheme of steering gear, design oil cylinder, road
sense perception oil cylinder and hydraulic circuits according
to the design requirements and general knowledge of
steering, establish the redirector virtual prototype afterwards,
as shown in Fig. (6).
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U

comparator

After obtaining the customer requirements, acquiring the
corresponding technical features guided by customer
requirements. Establish the HOQ at the design stage of
automobile redirector, as shown in Fig. (3).
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Fig. (5). Automobile redirector innovative solutions.

Fig. (6). Automobile redirector three-dimensional model.

CONCLUSION
This paper studies the customer requirements access and
technical characteristics access, the importance of their
mapping relation and technical features, uses the TRIZ
innovation methods targeted to solve the problem, therefore
build the product innovation design model facing up to
customer requirements. Using the design and development of
automobile redirector as an example in the end to verify the
feasibility of the model. However, the operability is poor
when confront the diversity technical feature, further
research is needed.
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